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multipotent cells called the small micromeres. Using Helicos deep
sequencing technology, we are identifying multipotent cell-specific
genes. We predict that these genes will be essential for multipotency,
which we have begun testing by in vivo knockdown and epistatic
analysis. Knockdown of one such gene, nanos, results in the loss of all
adult structures, suggesting its requirement for multipotency in the
small micromeres. Furthermore, we are investigating the evolution-
ary changes of this GRN in diverse echinoderm species, and the
developmental consequences of those changes.
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Annelids are a diverse group of worms in the super-phylum
Lophotrochozoa. They exhibit diverse reproductive and developmen-
tal modes, yet the embryonic origin of their primordial germ cells
(PGCs) is poorly understood. To address this gap, we examined the
expression of PGC markers piwi and vasa in the leech Helobdella
robusta, a self-fertilizing hermaphrodite. Semi-quantitative RT-PCR
revealed that Hau-piwi and -vasa transcripts are present maternally,
decline during cleavage (stages 1–5), and then increase transiently as
segmentation stem cells (teloblasts) produce segmental founder cells
(blast cells; stages 7–8). In situ hybridization (ISH) shows that Hau-
piwi and -vasa mRNAs occur initially in domains of yolk-free
cytoplasm along with the bulk of maternal mRNAs, and in all
ectodermal and mesodermal lineages through stage 8. Then, as
segments differentiate (stages 9–11), both mRNAs decline antero-
posteriorly so that, by stage 11, only two ventral clusters of cells
express piwi and vasa mRNA in segment M6, site of the female
gonads. Lineage tracing experiments combined with ISH shows that
these Hau-piwi and -vasa expressing cells arise from the clones of the
mesodermal blast cells that otherwise contribute normal segmental
mesoderm to M6. 25+ rounds of mitosis separate this cell from the
zygote. Along with the broad early expression of these mRNAs, these
data are at odds with the model of PGC specification by segregation of
PGC determinants, but do resemble results from other basally
branching taxa.
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